The TierPoint Cloud Difference
Your Cloud, Your Way
Our experienced team of industry professionals will meet with
you to identify your business challenges and then design the right
cloud solution to help ensure optimum performance, reliability
and security.
Industry Leading Partners and Infrastructure
To be the best, you’ve got to work with the best. TierPoint
partners with VMware, Cisco, Dell, Fortinet, HPE, Akamai,
Imperva, Mimecast, Intermedia, Apparatus and NetApp to
provide enterprise-grade cloud services for any size business or
organization.
Your Data, Our Centers
Your data will be safe and secure in a TierPoint owned and
operated top tier data center facility. All TierPoint data centers
are audited annually by a third party to ensure SSAE 16, HIPAA, PCI
DSS, SOC 1 Type II and SOC 2 Type II standards annually.
High Performance Firewalls
We provision each client with dedicated high performance
firewalls capable of passing from 1 Gbps up to 36Gbps of traffic
for some private cloud deployments. In the event of equipment
failure, redundancy is built-in to help keep your data running and
protected.
Advanced Network Protection
TierPoint’s physical firewall architecture provides the option to
add advanced features to more fully protect your cloud
environment while maintaining performance with such options
as intrusion detection/prevention, anti-virus protection, data leak
prevention, application control and web content filtering.

Built for Reliability
Most cloud providers provide single firewalls, leaving clients
vulnerable to outages. Not TierPoint. Multi-layered redundancies
are standard. From redundant network cards in their hosts for
both network and storage, to switches, core routers, storage
controllers, firewalls, generators, cooling systems and more,
we’ve got you covered... and covered again.
More Flexibility
You have unique needs, we realize that, which is why our cloud
architecture provides ultimate flexibility to accomplish your
objectives and requirements. Need to implement private fiber,
MPLS or Ethernet connectivity using your existing carrier? You
can do that. Want to connect your colo rack to your cloud
environment? You can do that too with TierPoint.
Network/Systems Isolation
With TierPoint, you can have confidence that your infrastructure
in the cloud is protected in an isolated environment, no one else
can impact your data or servers.
True End-to-End Solutions
From data center to infrastructure, TierPoint designs and
deploys true end-to-end solutions with unrivaled support from a
local team who will work closely with you, each step of the way.
Continuous Innovation
Your TierPoint cloud solution will be designed to continually
improve as new innovations become available.
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